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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to outline how EBR-II engineering

approached the data acquisition system (DAS) software conversion project

with the restraints of operational transparency and six weeks for final

implementation and testing. Software engineering is a relatively new

discipline that provides a structured philosophy for software

conversion. The software life cycle is structured into six basic steps;

1) initiation, 2) requirements definition, 3) design, 4) programming, 5)

testing, and 6) operations. These steps are loosely defined and can be

altered to fit specific software applications.

DAS software is encompassed from three sources; 1) Custom software,

2) System software, and 3) In-house application software. A data flow

structure is used to describe the DAS software. The categories are;

1) Software used to bring signals into the central processer,

2) Software that transforms the analog data to engineering units and

then logs the data in the data store, and 3) Software used to transport

and display the data.

The focus of this paper is to describe how the conversion team used a

structured engineering approach and utilized the resources available to

produce a quality system on time. Although successful, the conversion

process provided some pit falls and stumbling blocks. Working through

these obstacles enhanced our understanding and surfaced in the form of

LESSONS LEARNED, which are gracefully shared in this paper.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
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ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, '
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- , j
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views ^

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

United States Government or any agency thereof.
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I. BACKGROUND

The Experimental Breeding Reactor number two (EBR-II) is a Liquid

Metal Fast Breeder Reactor which is the power source for a co-

generating facility and is operated by Argonne National

Laboratory. EBR-II is located 35 miles west of Idaho Falls, Idaho

on the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) reservation.

EBR-II has been operating since 1964 and has provided the Idaho

power network with over 1 billion kW-hr of electricity, in addition

to supplying the electrical and heating needs of the ANL-West site.

EBR-II was originally intended to prove the feasibility of metal-

fueled and sodium-cooled fast reactors for central station power

plant service, and to demonstrate the capabilities of on-site fuel

reprocessing. By the mid-19601s, the original objectives had been

met. During twenty three years of successful operation, numerous

changes have been made to enhance the usefulness and flexibility of

EBR-II as a test facility.

Because of the wide diversification of tests and experiments the

need for diagnostic techniques and instrumentation were addressed

from the beginning. Additional demands for real-time data and the

need for digital automation to assist operations motivated EBR-II

engineering to research the feasibility of designing and installing

a Digital Data Acquisition System (DAS) that could be used as an

operational aid, a data-reporting, and analysis tool. Following

the process of justification and system requirements analysis, the

process of selecting the DAS ended with the procurement of a Xerox

Sigma 5 computer along with the appropriate A/D converters and

multiplexors. The first DAS study was completed in May 1969 and

the initial system was placed into service approximately eighteen

months later.
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In 1970 the DAS system represented state of the art technology and

included:

1. Multiplexers with analog to digital converter.

2. Sigma 5 CPU with 32k 32 bit words of memory which was later

expanded to 64k words.

3. Line printer

4. Card Reader

5. Three magnetic tape drives

6. Alphanumeric: and graphic terminals

This brief hardware description is given because it really dictated

the philosophy of software development for the initial DAS sys-

tem. Although the DAS system supported FORTRAN, all of the soft-

ware development for data acquisition was written in Xerox Data

Systems assembly language. This low level language provided the

detail needed to communicate and interface the application software

with the data multiplexors and the operating system. It also

provided a means of software optimization which would be required

to manage the system using minimal amount of time and space. The

initial software configuration for DAS operations in 1970 included

25 programs residing in the foreground of the computer memory and

13 support programs residing in the computer background memory.

From 1970 to 1986 there was a continual software maintenance effort

required to keep up with the increased demands of additional

signals and experiments as they were configured into the EBR-II

system. The DAS system resources were becoming saturated and the

request for new applications were difficult and sometimes impos-

sible to initiate. At this time the DAS was monitoring approxi-

mately 700 channels of real-time data twice each second and had

become an invaluable tool for operations, analysis, and experi-

menters. Although the DAS up-time for the system over the years

was over 99%, maintaining tne hardware was becoming very expensive
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and the system was beginning to fail more often. Sixteen years of

faithful service was finally coming to an end.

II. Selection of the new Data Acquisition System

In 1984 the justification for a DAS replacement study was completed

and accepted. The DAS upgrade functional requirements were -com-

pleted and distribution was made to system venders for bids. CRUX

computer consultants were granted the contract which included the

hardware, the interface software for acquiring data, and the system

software which included the operating system and utilities.

The New Data Acquisition System included the following equipment.

1. Concurrent Model 3210 CPU with 4 Megabytes of memory.

2. Three 67 megabyte magnetic disks

3. Line printer

4. Alphanumeric and graphic terminals

5. Three Neff multiplexers and analog to digital converters

6. Three magnetic tape drives

Sixteen years of advances in computer technology, data multiplexing

equipment, and software engineering techniques presented a whole

new philosophy in software development for the new DAS. The new

system would support FORTRAN-77, C, and PASCAL which could be used

in data acquisition software development. We now had the tools to

use high level languages, structured programming techniques with

detailed documentation, and the capability to include high resolu-

tion three dimensional graphics for system descriptions and dis-

play. Going from a Model-A Ford to a new Lincoln in one step is

very nice, however, it can present some interesting challenges for

software conversion.
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III. Software Conversion

The explanation of the conversion process is divided into six

sections with comments on lessons learned. The first action con-

cerns planning, and covers the following topics.

• Conversion Planning

Inventory and studies

Management of the Conversion

• Conversion tools

The second section relates to the preparation for conversion, and

discusses the following:

Work Package Preparation

Test Data Generation

• Training

Site Preparation

The third section discusses software translation, and covers the

following areas of interest:

• Software Conversion

• File Conversion

Documentation

System testing

The forth section discusses the strategies for implementation, to

include:

Acceptance Testing

• System Transition
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The fifth section discusses:

• Software backup & recovery

• Configuration control

Software Security

The-sixth section is a brief on system evolution:

A. Planning

1. Conversion Plan

There were two predominant factors that were paramount in

the conversion plan. The first consideration was that

the new system had to be placed into service with the

same features and function in the same way as the old

system. There was little time available to train the

plant operators in using a completely new system. The

conversion would have to be transparent to operations.

This stipulation from operations put some restrictions on

design considerations that could be implemented with the

resources of the new system.

The second factor was the critical path time for conver-

sion. The plant would be down for a period of approxi-

mately 6 weeks in which time the old system was to be

totally removed and the new system to be up and

running. The hardware configuration was not designed so

that we could use both systems and do parallel signal

processing for all plant parameters to test and validate

the data. Ideally we could have used this plan and then

gracefully terminated the old system after the new system

was completely tested. This was not the case, the old

system was gone and we had six weeks to complete the

conversion. The plant technical specifications require

automated plant surveillance during start up. So our

plan was to do as much up-front design and testing as
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possible so we would be ready for the conversion. All

components of the new system would have to fit together

in a very timely manner.

2- Inventory and Studies

The functional requirements of the old DAS had to be

updated and a complete software inventory was com-

pleted. (Fig 1). We wanted to see if any of the soft-

ware would be portable to the new system. Some of the

batch application software written in FORTRAN could be

used for specific applications, however not one line of

data acquisition software could be used because it was

written in machine dependent assembly language. Although

the functional requirements were to be the same, the

software had to be written in a different language.

LESSON LEARNED

More emphasis should be placed on maintaining software

documentation. As applications merge through many

enhancements, updating the documentation and requirements

was not completed. This meant we had to evaluate and

then update the functional requirements for the old DAS,

because this would be the beginning requirements for the

new DAS.

3. Management of the Conversion

The manager of the Computer Applications and Program

Development (CAPD) section appointed a DAS system manager

and they selected a four man team to do the software

conversion. The team represented a diversification of

experience in software engineering, hardware configura-

tion and plant operations.

Coordination of the software effort was aided by frequent

meetings with the manager of CAPD and the conversion
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EBR-H DAS SOFTWARE INVENTORY AxND CONVERSION ESTIMATES

Old DAS
Software Inventory

89 Programs
27,432 Lanes of

Code. (LOO

Time Actuated
12 Programs
6,426 LOG

Event-driven
5 Programs

541 LOC
Batch

41 Programs

11787 LOC

Redevelop

7,322 LOC Convert

18,830 LOC

Vendor Software

Replaces -

732 LOC
Complete
Conversion
12.134 LOC

Partial
Conversion
1,883 LOC

System Software

Replaces -

2,928 LOC

Very Little
Conversion
8,47-i LOC

Conversion
Required by

New DAS
22,491 LOC

Flg.l
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team. The main objective of these meetings was to eva-
luate the development process to assure the programming
efforts were coordinated and on schedule.

LESSON LEARNED

The four man team seemed to be ideal for this conversion,
however when our schedule showed six months to go for
conversion our plan was disrupted by the team leader
suffering a heart attack followed by open heart sur-
gery. This was not only a great temporary production
loss, but it also affected the moral of the project
team.

Management appointed a temporary team leader and assigned
another man to the conversion team. We were fortunate to
have an experienced and capable man who could step right
in and be productive. This additional person stayed with
the project until the conversion was completed. The work
assignments were shifted to best utilize the teams
experiences and the conversion work continued.

The team leader returned to work in about two months and
the conversion continued with a five man team. The
lesson learned here is to not start a project with a
minimum sized team. It is best to start with some resi-
due at the beginning and then shift resources from the
team if the project gets ahead of schedule.

4. Conversion Tools
The software conversion tools used were all encompassed
in the OS/32 operating system and utilities. The OS/32
editor was used extensively while writing code. The
OS/32 FORTRAN 77 development and optimizing compilers
provided the the necessary features for high level
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optimal structured programming. OS/32 Assembly language

and OS/32 MACRO library were utilized where applicable.

Precision Visual's DI-3000 graphics packages was pur-

chased to develop our graphics features. This product

can produce 3-0 color graphics and is driven by

FORTRAN-77.

B. Preparation for Conversion

1. Work Package Preparation

Work was assigned by examining the functional require-

ments of the old DAS applications and then assign a

specific application to an individual or a two man

team. The work packages consisted of a definition of the

requirements and application. Each software engineer or

team was then responsible for doing the analysis, design,

coding, and preliminary testing.

LESSON LEARNED

The concept of preparing an official work package with

available program information and schedule would have

been a real asset to program development. The decision

to prepare and issue work packages has to be established

very early in the conversion life cycle to be effec-

tive. We did not place enough importance on this

concept.

2. Test Data Generation

Software engineering did not generate test data.

Instead, they used data tapes from the old DAS. As new

modules were written, they were then tested against the

values on the old data tapes. This process was automated

and especially helpful in validating the algorithms used

for the calculated channels. Twenty analog signals were
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patched Into the new system and used for parallel
processing and testing.

3. Training

Soon after the new DAS system selection was made, all
members of the conversion team were scheduled to go to
Concurrent Computer Corporations (CCUR) software training
school which covered OS/32 system operation, system
utilities, and assembly language. These classes were
each one week long and provided a knowledge base and
enough manuals to get the conversion team on board.

4. Site preparation

The old DAS was located on the mezzanine floor of the
EBR-II power plant. The new DAS is located in the room
just across the hall from the old system. The new area
was constructed for ADP equipment with the proper fire
protection, false floors, heating, air conditioning,
acoustic insulation, and additional electrical service
from the uninterruptable power supply (UPS).

The new site selection and preparation provided the means
for a smooth hardware and software conversion.

C. Software Translation
1. Software Conversion

Our philosophy for conversion was to use software engi-
neering principles along with structured programming in a
high level language. FORTRAN-77 was selected primarily
because the conversion team was well versed in FORTRAN
and the custom software used to interface the CONCURRENT
CPU with the NEFF multiplexors was developed with
FORTRAN-77 and OS/32 assembler.
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The functional requirements and human design characteris-
tics at the end of the old DAS life cycle were defined as
one-for-one replacements for the new DAS. This criteria
enforced a bottom-up design approach to software
development. The initial conversion had to be trans-
parent to operations. This was essential, because opera-
tions had a great deal of confidence in the old DAS and
was familiar with the human interface. Functionally, the
old DAS was a model for the new system. A distribution
of the software developed is shown in Fig. 2.

LESSON LEARNED

There was some doubt that software developed with a high
level language would execute in the time and space avail-
able. We should have run bench tests on optimized
FORTRAN code, which would have solidified our confidence
in the execution time for program development. As it
turned out, the execution time for optimized FORTRAN is
comparable with assembly code.

2. File Conversion:
File conversion was a matter of designing the disk allo-
cations to maximize data acquisition efficiency and
provide plant surveillance parameters in a convenient and
timely manner. The data disk management is shown in
Fig. 3.

3. Documentation
Documentation is often a matter of programming style, and
during software development each programmer tried to
include enough internal documentation to describe the
modules and the algorighms. After the conversion was
complete, a formalized format was provided for every
program to be documented with. It was the responsibility
of each programmer to complete the documentation of his
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50 %

40 %

30%

20 %

10 %

ACQUISITION

TRANSFORM
14 %

ASSY
447 LOC

FTN77
1233 LOC

100%

DISPLAY
38%

FTN77
4391 LOC

ASSY
434 LOC

MAC

1740 LOC

FTN77

3585 LOC

EBR-II DAS SOFTWARE

Fig. 2
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67 MB DISC

EACH RECORD IS 4096 BYTES

FILE RECORDS MEGABYTES PERCENT OF DISC DISPLAY

FROZEN
.5 SEC
5 SEC
1 MEN
3 HOUR

720
720
720

11520
720

2.9
2.9
2.9

47.1
2.9 .

4.4
4 .4
4 .4

70.0
4.4

SCRAM
2MIN
20MIN

4-24 HR 4-8 DAY
30-90 DAY

EBR-n DATA ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT

Fig. 3
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work. The documentation was combined as a common

document for review and change.

Applicable portions of the written documentation were

also provided to the operators in the form of an on-line

help menu which could be called from any user terminal.

Each function of the menu can be described using the help

feature. This proved to be a very friendly way to aid

the user.

LESSON LEARNED

If you can incorporate the principles of software engi-

neering by using requirements, reviews, preliminary and

final design, coding and testing with reviews against

requirements, which would have produced adequate

documentation. We did not use structured documentation

procedures, therefore we had to back-up and document

after the conversion was complete. To enforce a

structured methodology to a software project takes time

and training, and produces the best results.

4. System Testing

System testing is the process of comparing the system or

program to the original objectives. The measurements of

the objectives is defined by the functional applications

of the old DAS. Function testing was completed on each

module or program. After all the application programs

were assembled and interfaced with the system as a whole,

all the menu applications were tested and compared with

the same application that was modeled on the old DAS.

Part of the system testing was a walkthrough of every

menu application.
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Strateqies for Implementation
1. Acceptance Testing

Acceptance testing is the process of comparing the acqui-
sition software applications against the functional
requirements. This process was completed under the
supervision of the project team leader. Validation of
the application and the user interfaces was completed
during acceptance testing. The final phase of initial
acceptance testing was conducted on shift work. Each
member of the conversion team was assigned to one of the
rotating operation shifts and conducted DAS training
during reactor operations. This task was conducted to
familiarize the operating crews with the new DAS and to
get operational feedback, which proved very beneficial.
This week long round the clock training helped in tuning
our system to meet the functional requirements.

LESSON LEARNED

We should have done a DAS functional survey early in the
software life cycle. This would have included the user
and his ideas from the beginning. Although the initial
configuration worked basically the same as the OLD DAS
model, we did not benefit from user feedback in designing
the user interfaces. We eventually solicited their input
and did benefit from it.

2. System Transition
The transition of the XEROX Sigma-V to the Concurrent
3210 was transparent to the users. We did a complete
hardware and software conversion with the intent of
maintaining operational continuity. From the users
terminals, the new system performed like the old one.
Very little training was necessary for operators. The
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Concurrent system resources could provide many enhance-

ments, but these additions would be added gradually and

the operators would be trained accordingly.

System Backup and Security

1. Software Backup and Recovery

The three 67 MB discs were organized as follows; 1) All

system software, 2) All acquisition software and all user

software and 3) Data store. All the discs are backed up

on the user level and into a Master File which is located

in another building. The data store is backed up once

each week, the acquisition and user disc is backed up at

the user level every day and into the Master file once a

month. The system disc is backed up on two levels every

time there is a system software change. This procedure is

written up in the Engineering Departmental Procedures

(EDP) and provides the backup files needed to recover or

restore the software on any disc.

2. Configuration Control

As the acquisition programs were tested, accepted, and

documented they were placed under configuration con-

trol. Once the software is placed under configuration

control, any changes must be written on a formal request

and reviewed by OAS management and engineering. Once a

month an acquisition software audit is performed to

assure no inadvertent software change has been made.

LESSON LEARNED

Documentation requirements and configuration control are

essential for software maintenance and operational

integrity. These policies have to be formalized and

supported at the management level.
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3. Software Security

The Concurrent operating system provides the utilities
for allocating user privileges and passwords. The DAS
system manager allocates the user accounts and privi-
leges. Files can also be keyed for read and write
protection.

F. System Evolution

EBR-II engineerings commitment to automated applications for
system surveillance, diagnostics, and control have begun to
strain the resources of the new DAS system. We installed a
System State Analyzer (SSA) package that provides analytic
redundance through matrix inversion algorithms on selected
plant parameters. This is a pattern recognition system that
is used to monitor and display real-time plant operations.
Although the SSA runs in real-time on the DAS system, it
became apparent that the system resources would saturate if we
did not find some way of expanding our services.

One way of expanding the services of the DAS is to distribute
real-time data to other computer systems, which can dedicate
their resources for research and development. We are cur-
rently transmitting real-time data to a SUN development work
station network where system iconics are being developed for
operational surveillance, and a data communications network is
being installed to transmit real-time data to a CRAY system
for running nuclear plant models faster then real-time.

LESSON LEARNED
There was some vision in the process of writing the specifi-
cations for the new DAS system. We did specify additional
resources for future development, but advances in hardware and
software technology along with rapid demands from various
users left us nearly obsolete before acceptance testing was
completed. If you have a lag time of one year from system
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specification to acceptance testing, your system is no longer
state-of-the-art. We now see that dual ported memory, more
primary memory, more secondary memory and more planning for
data communications would have been a great asset for future
program development. In todays market, these resources are
competitively available.

IV. CONCLUSION

Human engineering for nuclear reactor operators is paramount in
software design for real-time data acquisition systems. The evolu-
tion for user interfaces must happen gradually and include input
from the users. We discovered early in the conversion process that
sixteen years of developing and improving our DAS resulted in an
optimal system whose resources were saturated and could no longer
meet the increased demands for future research, development, and
operations. Operations and analytical personnel along with experi-
menters had confidence in the integrity of the DAS and were fami-
liar with using it. As the result of system requirements analysis
we decided that the old DAS in its final operational configuration
would be the model for the initial operational configuration of the
new DAS and another process of automated evolution would begin with
a new set of resources. (Fig. 4) This approach proved to be highly
successful.

As we move into the future development of automated plant control
and AI applications for procedural prompting our goal is to con-
tinue to improve Nuclear Plant Reliability and Performance by the
continued development of the man and his machine in the plant
operational environment.
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EBR-H DAS EVOLUTIONARY
PROCESS OF SOFTWARE DESIGN

1969
Requirements

1970-1986
Additional
Applications

Start Old DAS

1970
400 Data Channels
32 K Words Memory
6 Mb Disc Storage

DAS Programs

Requirements

( Implement

End Old DAS

1986
900 Data Channels

64K Words Memory
10 Mb Disc Storage
48 DAS Programs

Evaluate
Requirements System Test )

Siart New DAS

1986
1024 Data Channels

4 Mb of Memory
200 Mb Disc Storage

73 DAS Programs

for
New DAS

Requirements

Fig. .4


